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Abstract

An accurate and efficient sensing platform based on a tilted fibre Bragg gratings

(TFBG) sensor, in particular concerning the monitoring of the chemical fabrication
of nanometer metal films is presented.

TFBGs have grating planes that are tilted relative to the fiber's transverse axis

thereby causing the excitation of several tens of cladding mode resonances, each

uniquely addressed by its wavelength. The large differential sensitivity of the core

and cladding modes to various perturbations allows the development of very accurate
fiber sensors with a unique set of advantages and wide operating range.

In presented work the TFBG is used to monitor the fabrication of the nanoscale

metal layers on the outside of the fibre cladding, that will eventually be used for sens-

ing by metal-coated fibres. The sensor calibration is done by relating the fabricated
metal film thickness, measured by Atomic Force Microscopy, to the spectral response

of the sensor. Measurements using linearly polarized were determined to be crucial

for the accurate monitoring of gold coatings with thicknesses ranging froml to 50 nm.
The developed sensing platform is capable of acquiring the optical response of the

sensor at 50 different states of linearly polarized light, within a 10 second interval.

Changes in metal film thickness as small as 1 nm were detected during the real-time

monitoring of an electroless metal plating process.

This possibility opens the way of creating TFBG-based surface plasmon resonance

sensors, where the thickness of the metal coating is precisely tuned to obtain the
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plasmon resonance in the working range of the TFBG sensor.

In order to get a physical insight into the processes occurring in the sensor, a
numerical method was developed for a fast and accurate solution to the sensor's elec-

tromagnetic field structure problem, and a mode coupling technique was introduced

for the theoretical prediction of the sensor's spectral response.
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Preface

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 1 presents background material relating to the fibre grating technology,

grating writing process and mechanism of fibre photosensitivity.
Chapter 2 introduces the theoretical background necessary to understand the

Bragg grating sensor operation principles along with a short introduction to the basic

properties of Bragg gratings. The mathematical modelling of the grating is based on
the coupled-mode theory.

In Chapter 3 the theory behind modes in multilayer cylindrical structures is re-
viewed. The vectorial mode transfer matrix method is derived.

Chapter 4 presents a developed numerical method for a fast and accurate solution
to the fibre modes problem in multilayer step-index structures.

Experimental results are presented in Chapter 5.

Finally, conclusions from this research and suggestions for further research are
presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 1

Introduction to fibre Bragg gratings

1.1 Fabrication methods

The formation of permanent gratings by photosensitivity in an optical fibre was dis-

covered by Ken Hill 1978 [1] at the Canadian Communication Research Center. They
excited a germania-doped optical fibre with intense argon-ion laser radiation at 488

nm and observed formation of refractive-index gratings due to the exposure of the

core to the interference pattern of oppositely propagating modes (Figure 1).

doped core * fi. reflectionfiber\
X

? if ^.
?wave

?s^L

Bragg grating ^cladding - Bragg grating -^ —-*-' ? '¦*—

Figure 1: Bragg grating written with standing wave

Photosensitivity of germania-doped silica causes the index of refraction to be

increased to a much greater extent at position where constructive interference results

in a maximum of laser intensity. Investigations by Lam and Garside [2] showed that

the grating strength increased as the square of the writing power, which suggested a

two-photon process.
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It was suggested that the core refractive index modulation is the result of holo-
graphic process where coherent modes are coupled and launched into the fibre core

causing a two-photon absorption process. Based on this observation Meltz [3] rec-
ognized that process of grating formation could be made more efficient if it were a
one-photon process corresponding to the germania oxygen vacancy defect band.

In the experiment of Meltz the fibre was illuminated from the side with two

intersecting coherent ultraviolet laser beams of wavelength 244 nm, (see Figure 2 [3]),
which corresponds to germania oxygen-vacancy defect band. This method worked

since fibre cladding is transparent to UV light, whereas fibre core is highly absorbing
of this radiation.

Photosensitive

Fiber ^

Cylindrical Lens

Reflector

Beam Splitter
Reflector

UV Laser Beam

Figure 2: Schematic of interferometric configuration used by Meltz in 1989

The interferometer of Figure 2 consists of an optical beam splitter and two mirrors

which recombine both beams yielding interference. This technique is most sensitive

to alignment as variation between two beams paths must lay within the coherence
length of the laser, which is approximately 200/xm for eximer lasers.

The Bragg wavelength ?# is the wavelength of the reflection maximum in the



fibre and is related to the grating period and the effective refractive index ne¡¡ by the
Bragg condition:

\B = 2neffA (1)

Spatial period of photo-induced perturbation can be selected by changing the

angle between the interfering beams (Figure 2). This permits fabrication of custom
Bragg gratings operating at much longer wavelengths than the writing wavelength

(Figure 3).

? =
?

2nc sin(#)

Where

? is the Bragg grating period,

nc is the refractive index of the fibre's core,

? is the angles of incidence of the UV writing beam,

? is the wavelength of the writing radiation.

(2)

UV beami

fiber

UV beam2

cladding

mmmm'm.mm.mjm-mm'
^L ì

Bragg grating -*iAU- doped cor©

Figure 3: Interference pattern causing Bragg grating formation

The new FBG writing technique based on phase mask was introduced in 1993 [4]
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(see Figure 4) . The idea was to use a phase mask transparent to UV laser to spatially
modulate the phase of a UV beam and get interference pattern from diffracted UV
field. Phase masks are a transparent to UV laser thin slab of silica glass into which

is etched periodic structure.

There are two possibilities to implement phase mask in order to obtain +1/ — 1

or 0/ — 1 diffraction beams. In the +1/ — 1 configuration, the UV radiation is directed
with normal incidence at the phase mask, and the period of the FBG is exactly one

half of the period of the phase mask grating. In the 0/ — 1 configuration, the UV

radiation is directed at the phase mask with a specially chosen angle of incidence,

and the period of the FBG is equal to the period of the phase mask grating.
The shape of the periodic pattern of the phase mask might be chosen to approx-

imate a square wave profile, in order to obtain diffraction pattern with only +1 and
— 1 diffraction orders and nulled zero-order diffracted beam. Also, the intensity in

any higher orders ( = ±2, ±3, etc.), if such orders are present, is minimized [4].
The phase mask technique allows to tune the writing wavelength to the peak of

material photosensitive, as the grating period is independent on the writing wave-

length.

The phase mask technique replaces the most of the optics used in the interfer-
ometric method with single mask thus simplifies the manufacture of FBGs through

easier alignment and also lower coherence demands on the laser beam.

Krypton-fluoride and Argon fluoride excimer lasers are usually used to produce

FBG writing. The exposure required is typically a few minutes with laser intensities

of 100 to 1000mJ/cm2 and pulse rates of 50 to 75 Hz. Under these conditions it is
possible to achieve the core refraction index variation in the range of 1O-5 to 10~3
in germanium doped single mode optical fibre, dependent on the UV-exposure and

the dopants in the fibre. To enhance the optical fibre's photosensitivity techniques

such as hydrogen loading [5] can be used. Hydrogen diffusion makes the core more
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UV beam

Bragg grating O order

cladding

doped core

-1st order +1st order

Figure 4: FBG written with phase mask

susceptible to UV laser radiation. That allows to achieve changes in refractive index
of the order of 10~2.
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1.2 Mechanism of Photosensitivity

1.2.1 Introduction to Photosensitivity

Photosensitivity describes the phenomenon of refractive index perturbation produced

by exposure of a material to optical radiation. The effect of interest is a stable, pho-
toinduced change in refractive index in germanosilicate glasses, the primary material

system used in telecommunications fibres.

While the precise mechanism causing the photo sensitive effect varies with material
composition, processing and writing conditions, it is agreed that the phenomenon

of UV-photosensitive response in germanosilicate glasses is linked to the presence of

oxygen-deficient point defect centers associated with germanium in the glass structure.

When a dopant like Ge is introduced during a metal organic chemical vapor deposition

(MOCVD) process, the Ge atoms form bonds with both silicon and oxygen atoms.
The Ge-Si bonds strongly absorb UV radiation between 240-248nm.

Photosensitivity requires coupling of the optical field to the material through
allowed electronic states. The band gap of germanosilicate glasses in 6.9 eV , photo-

sensitivity is observed at sub-band gap energy of 5 eV [6] and relies on the existence of
structural point defects. Photoinduced redistribution of carriers within these states is

an initial step in the material photosensitive response. Depending upon the excitation
conditions and relaxation pathways available, the photoexcitation of the material can

result in a permanent redistribution of carriers within the density of states.

Due to the chemical reactions during glass forming at elevated temperature, de-

fects are induced within the glass matrix [6]. Further more during fibre drawing,
atomic bonds in the glass can break and the glass becomes more inhomogeneous with

randomly distributed broken bonds and trapped defects [6].
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1.2.2 Models of Photosensitivity

There are two primary models of photo-induced refractive index changes in ger-

manosilicate glasses: the color center model and the structural change model.

The color center model, first proposed by Hand and Russell [7], suggests that

during irradiation the absorbed UV energy breaks the Ge-Si bond. The electrons

released in this process are trapped at other defect sites, forming Ge(I) and Ge(2)

color centers [8]. The added electron causes strong optical absorption at they color
centers and change the refractive index at longer wavelengths. It was shown [7, 9]
that using experimental data of fibre's absorption spectrum in the ultraviolet it is

possible to successfully explain refractive index changes by applying the Kramers-

Kronig principle, i.e. relating the imaginary part of refractive index (absorption) in

UV range with the real part of refractive index in visible or IR range.
The Structural Change model involves more dramatic optical modification of the

glass structure. Local heating and higher order absorption processes can result in
modification of the inherent stress state of the material and even its density com-

paction or volume expansion [10].
Compaction and relaxation of the glass network causes microscopic changes that

shifts the band gap and UV absorption, thereby changing the macroscopic index of
refraction.

The formation of permanent electric dipoles in the glass is also possible. The

breakage of the Ge-Si bonds yields positively charged Si+ sites (the Ge-E' centers)
and a free electron. The Si+ ion is fixed in the glass matrix, whereas the electron

has enough energy to escape and get trapped at neighboring Ge(I) or Ge(2) sites.
Each resulting dipole will produce a static dc polarization field that extends many

molecular spacings out [7].
The overall effect is thought to be a combination of both models.
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1.2.3 Defects

Knowledge of the defect states in the glass is, thus, necessary to understand photo-

sensitivity.

The disordered network glass structure present in germanosilicates can sus-

tain a wide variety of structural defects, including vacancies, dangling bonds and

dopant/impurity atoms [10].
Defects in the germanosilicates can be divided into two major groups: Germanium

Oxygen Deficient Centers (GODC): Neutral Oxygen Monovacancy (NOMV), and
Neutral Oxygen Divacancy (NODV) or Germanium Lone Pair Center (GLPC) (with
absorption energy at 5.08 eV and 5.16 eV respectively [H]. In this case several valence

germanium electrons are shared with oxygen and and rest is shared with another atom

of germanium or silica [6] .

Germanium Electron Centers (GEC): Ge(I), Ge(2), Ge E' with absorption energy
at 4.6 eV, 5.8 eV and 6.4 eV respectively [6]. Germanium does not share spare
electrons and keeps them unbounded.

Disagreement within the literature still exists, however it is agreed [12] that at
low intensities ( < 4OmJ'/'cm2/pulse) UV excitation (5.0 eV) into the lower energy
band is thought to be the initial step in the photo sensitive effect. Such an optical

exposure results in the bleaching of the NOMV band and in the formation of Ge E'

centers. [11]
At higher UV intensities, an alternative mechanism involving two-photon absorp-

tion from valence band states, linked to lone-pair electrons on bridging oxygens, to

the conduction band is believed to result in the formation of germanium electron

centers Ge(I) and Ge(2) centers and a self trapped hole center [H].
Under further illumination there is evidence that the GECs are converted to Ge

E' centers and non-bridging oxygens [11, 12].
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It appears likely that all of the mechanisms proposed could contribute to the
refractive index changes observed. The relative contributions, however, will depend

on both the materials and the exposure conditions used.

Several approaches have been used to enhance the photosensitive response of these

glasses through either direct material modification or optical exposure conditions,
with varied success.

The nature of fabrication of glass is ideally suited to promoting defects. During
fabrication, the fibre composition depends on the temperatures, pressures and atmo-

spheric composition. If the fibre is immersed in pressurized hydrogen environment,

UV exposure leads to dissociation of the H2 molecules and reaction of H+ ions with

Ge-based defects. Hydrogen loading may result in an increase of induced refractive
index modulation from 3 * 1O-5 to 10~2 [13]

To provide additional optically active sub-band-gap states different dopants and

ion implantation may also be used [10].
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1.3 Fibre Bragg Grating Operation Principles

?
Input spectrum Transmitted $i»ctrum

LA

CN 1

O U
? Fiber Bragg Grating

¦*———· LL-—
Reflected speefrum

Figure 5: A fibre Brag grating operation principles

The principle of a fibre Bragg grating operation is similar to a multilayer dielec-

tric optical mirror. Unlike having small number of layers with high refractive index

variation, FBG has thousands of layers with small refractive index perturbation.

A FBG consist of a periodic modulation of refractive index in the core of a single
mode fibre. The fundamental principle behind the operation of a FBG is Fresnel

reflection. The light propagating along a single mode fibre encounters a refractive

index perturbation and a small amount of it is scattered back at each interface layer.

If each of these reflections are in phase (the phase matching condition), they will
add coherently and result in a strong reflection up to more than 99 percent from the

grating (Figure 5).
The phase matching condition occurs only if the Bragg condition of energy and

momentum conservation are satisfied:

Ui = us, (3)
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ks + kB = kr. (4)

Where

luì, ujs are the incident and scattered light frequencies.

ki} ks are the incident and scattered wave vectors.

kß = ? is the Bragg wave vector, defined by grating period ?.

Energy conditions cj¿ = ?3 is satisfied automatically as we have single mode in the
core, while momentum conservation occurs only at a specific wavelength called the

Bragg resonance wavelength Kb-

kB = T = G??^- (5)
The last equation yields

?? = 2neffA. (6)

Where A5 is the Bragg resonance wavelength at which the light is reflected back by

the grating, neff is the effective refractive index of wave propagation.
Thus the grating effectively acts as a stop-band filter, reflecting light with wave-

lengths close to the Bragg wavelength, and transmitting the rest.
We will see in section 2.5 how these conditions are changed in the case of gratings

with fringes that are tilted relative to the plane that is orthogonal to the fibre axis.



Chapter 2

Mode Couplings in Optical Fibres with a

Bragg Grating

2.1 Introduction

Coupled-mode theory has been applied extensively in guided-wave optics for the anal-

ysis of electromagnetic wave propagation and interaction with media. The coupled-
mode theory has also been useful in understanding nonlinear optical effects, such as

second harmonic generation, parametric amplification, and modulation instability.

While other techniques are available for analyzing fibre Bragg grating spectral

response, here we consider only the coupled-mode theory since it is straightforward

and provides accurate models.

The coupled-mode theory was first developed by Pierce [14]. In the early 1970's
the coupled-mode theory was introduced to guided-wave optics by Snyder and Yariv

[15, 16] to analyze the mode coupling in optical waveguides.
It is known that any field in a waveguide might be represented as a linear super-

position of its eigenmodes, which are usually found easily for an unperturbed struc-

ture [16]. Coupled-mode theory is based on the idea that energy can be transferred
from one such propagating mode to another if small perturbation is introduced. The

12
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cross power terms appear as a result of modal nonorthogonality in slightly perturbed

structure. Once these waveguide eigenmodes modes are determined, the amplitudes
of the modes in the coupled-waveguide systems are governed by the coupled-mode

equations.

A fibre Bragg grating contains periodic variations in the refractive index which

acts as small perturbation and designed to achieve mode coupling. Mode coupling is
defined by grating type and acts as intrinsic optical filter or coupler between core and

cladding modes. The modal interaction can occur between modes within the same

core, between core modes and cladding modes.

In this work we are interested in a core-cladding mode coupling. For this purpose

we have to find all fibre transverse cross section eigenmodes profiles and calculate

the grating-induced coupling coefficients between all these modes. As a result the

coupled-mode analysis provides us a description of electromagnetic wave propagation
and interaction in our sensor.
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2.2 General Derivation of Multi-Mode Coupling

Derivations of coupled-mode theory are usually done with the assumption of only two

strongly coupled modes [17]. For our purpose we need to find coupling coefficients
between all cladding-core modes. In this chapter we derive a general case of coupled-

mode theory.

For the unperturbed dielectric medium, homogeneous in the ? direction, the field

E(x, y, z) might be represented as a linear combination of orthogonal modes Em(x, y)
with propagation constant ßm

N

Ê(x,y,z) = YjcmEm{x,y)e^t-ß^\ (7)
m

Where cm is the amplitude of m-th mode, N is the number of supported modes in
the structure of interest.

Substituting it into Helmholtz equation

(V2 + u;V(x,y))£(x,y,,z) = 0, (8)

where V2 = V^ + d2 , and considering that modes are linearly independent we may
conclude that each of single modes also satisfies Helmholtz equation. Indeed otherwise

all cm should be equal to zero.

(S72T + Lü2ße(x,y)-ß2m)Em(x,y) = 0. (9)

Now we assume that we have a small perturbation along ? axis defined as

e(x, y, z) = e(x, y) + Ae(x, y, z). (10)

Applying perturbation theory we can represent our field as a linear combination of
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eigenmodes, but coupled in a way that energy might be transmitted from one mode

to the other along propagation axis z.

N

E(x,y,z) = J2cm(z)Em(x,y)ei^t-ß^. (11)

Substituting later equation in (9) we get

N V,$>mVT + ^t- Wm^ - ß2mcm + e«*VAe***-*' = 0. (12)
For a "weak" coupling resulting in small dielectric perturbation we have a "slow"

variation of the mode amplitudes along the axis of propagation ?

5?«<F <13>
Removing second derivative of c(z) and combining c term we get

N Ar N
i2 Y a-^ßmEme^-^ = ]T(VT -ß2m + cü2ße)cmEme^-^. (14)

m m

Replacing e with right part of (10) and using (9) we are left with equation

N Hr Nl2J2ßmEme^-^^ = u^Yc^eE^-^. (15)
771 m

Now let us take scalar product with complex conjugate field and integrate it over an
infinite cross section.

dcm(z)i2j2ßmei{ß"-ßm)z J ÉmÊ*ndxdy- ^
771

N

?2µ¿ Crn(Z)JW"-^' J E"mAe(x, y, z)É*dxdy. (16)
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As modes Em are orthogonal

/ ÊmË*ndxdy ~ Smn. (17)

We can rewrite our equation

,, „ Ae(x,y,z)EmE^dxdy
?2ß???? = ?2^^(f*»"«^ G-— . (18)

TV

dZ ^ ^ "tW J ÊnÊ*ndxdy
Finally

dz 2 A

where

<?*)_ ^V^dmn(2)Crri(z)e-t(,m-,n),; (19)
Ae(x,y, z)EmE*dxdy

dmn(z) = J- j (20)/ ÊnÊ*ndxdy
are matrix coefficients defining degree of coupling strength at a particular point ? in
the structure between m and ? modes.

For convenience we may rewriting (19) in a matrix form.

^c(Z) = D(Z)S(Z). (21)
Considering the initial conditions we can solve the above system of coupled differential

equations if we know all coupling coefficients along the ? axis of mode propagation.
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2.3 Bragg Gratings Spectrum Calculation

Let us examine an uniform Bragg grating in a single mode fibre. Simple solution

for the reflection and transmission spectrum of FBG might be obtained when the

coupling occurs between only two core modes. We can rewrite (19) for this case in
the following form

d_
dz

C1(Z)

yc2(z)j
= -?-µ

du(Z) -J(P1-P1U dui*) -i(fh-ß,)z
ßl ßl

d2i(z)
-TT'

-i(ßl-ß2)z d22(z)
ß2 '

-i{Pi-Pi)z

( \
C1(Z)

\c2(z)j
(22)

To find matrix elements dmn we will consider a special case when the dielectric

permittivity e is a function of ? only with no dependency on ? and y coordinates.
Assuming such grating with only harmonic perturbation along ? axis and the period
?

n(z) = n0 + Ancos(kBz),

where kg = ^f- is the Bragg grating wave number.

(23)

e(z) = e0(n0 + Ancos(kBz))2 ~ e0nl + Ae(z). (24)

Where Ae(z) =~ €?2?0?? * cos(kßz) is the perturbation along ? axis.
Considering (20) we can rewrite matrix elements dmn (22) in the following form

d12(z) — 2e0n0An * cos(kBz) * G,

d2i(z) = 2e0?0?? * cos(kBz) * G*,

dn(z) = d22(z) = 2e0nAncos(kBz), (25)
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ßl Aß

Figure 6: Bragg grating momentum diagram of contra-directional coupling for the
general case of phase mismatch

Figure 7: Long period Bragg grating momentum diagram of co-directional coupling

where G / EiE^dxdy

I ExE*2dxdy
Modes coupling can be either co-directional or contra-directional. Bragg gratings

in which coupling occurs between modes traveling in opposite directions (contra-
directional coupling) called reflection gratings or short-period gratings FBG (Fig-
ure 6). If coupling occurs between modes traveling in the same direction, gratings are
called transmission gratings or long-period gratings LPBG (Figure 7). Both types

of gratings are identical except the periods of Bragg gratings ( ~ 1O-6 meters FBG
versus ~ 10~4 meters for LPBG)

We will consider the case when we have a contra-directional coupling (forward

and backward propagating modes) ß\ßi < 0 with a small phase mismatch /?2 — ß? f 0
(Figure 6).
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Considering our matrix elements (25) and momentum condition we can

rewrite (22) [16,17].

???{?) = -i1C2{z)ej^-0'-kB)z ,
¦^c2(z) = -i-y*c2(z)e-m-ßl-kB)z. (26)

ÌC ?1?/\?)
where 7 = | ° , is the coupling coefficient between forward and backward
propagating modes [16],

Ci (z), c2(z) are the complex amplitudes of the normalized modes.

These are coupled first-order ordinary differential equations governing the interac-

tion between two counter-propagating modes. We assume that we have the following

boundary conditions 1) the forward propagating wave has unitary amplitude at the

grating beginning Ci(O) = 1 , and 2) no backward-going wave exists at the end of the

grating C2(L) = 0.

Solving (26) we can find Bragg grating spectral properties, such as reflectivity

(Figure 8).
R .N(O)I2 _ 72ShIhVL)

Ic1(O)I2 a2cosh2(aL)-(^)2sinh2(aL)'
where s2 = 72 — —

Aß = ß2 — ß\ — 2^ is the phase mismatch,
2

2p

L = Nk is the grating length,
N is the number of the grating periods.

We can see that a uniform Bragg grating acts as a reflectance filters by cou-

pling energy away from the incident mode to the backward propagating mode. The
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Reflectivity
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Figure 8: The reflectivity of a uniform grating as a function of phase mismatch.

bandwidth is determined by the coupling coefficient 7 and grating length L. The

reflection maximum occurs at the Bragg wavelength when phase mismatch Aß is

zero and ß2 = —ßi , i.e. forward and backward propagating modes have opposite
momentum.

Transmission spectrum of a grating simply might be obtained from energy con-
servation law T=I-R. At the Bragg wavelength we will observe a sharp dip in the

transmission spectrum.

Other cases e.g. coupling from forward propagating core mode to a backward

propagating cladding mode will be discussed in section 2.5.
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2.4 Bragg Grating Types

The spectrum of FBG is determined by the grating period function and grating shape.

Filters of particular shapes with narrow bandwidth are required for passive compo-

nents in dense wavelength-division multiplexed (DWDM) communications systems.

There are six common structures for FBGs [17] as shown un Figure 9.
Sn .

ííiíii
m mW.

im il UHi

(F

ïl
¡11»
U

Sn. (e)

I

JL
(C) (0

Figure 9: Fibre gratings types:
(a) uniform with positive-only index change, (b) Gaussian-apodized,
(c) raised-cosine-apodized with zero-dc index change, (d) chirped,
(e) discrete phase shift, (f) superstructure.

For some applications a nonuniform grating is required to reduce the undesirable

side lobes appeared in uniform grating spectra (Figure 8). Apodized gratings offer
significant improvement in side-lobe suppression while maintaining a narrow band-

width. The two functions typically used to apodize a FBG are Gaussian (Figure 9 b)

and raised-cosine (Figure 9 c).
The grating can be modified to add other features, such as a linear variation in the

grating period, called a chirp, to add dispersion to the grating response (Figure 9 d).
Chirped FBG are used for polarization and dispersion compensation, controlling and

shaping short pulses in fibre lasers [18], [19]. The grating period can be and either
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localised or distributed in a superstructure (Figure 9 f).
In the previous Chapter we have assumed that the index profile is sinusoidal, how-

ever in the general case the profile might be of any shape. To find a coupling coeffi-

cients for a general type of grating we can represent index profile function Ae(x, y, z)

as a Fourier series [20].

OO

Ae(x,y,z) = ^2lp(x,y)e-^z, (28)
P=O

and

??(?, y) = \ J_[ ?e(?, y, zy^'dz. (29)2

Fourier coefficients ?? represent given structure perturbated along the ? axis. We can
rewrite (19)

^ = -'^T- S Uz)cFmne-^-^> (30)
m,p

With matrix coefficients calculated for each Fourier term separately.

/ jp(x,y)EmÉ*dxdy
dpmn = l T-T^ (31)

/ ÊnÊldxdy
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2.5 Mode Coupling in a Tilted Fibre Bragg Grat-

ing

A Fibre Bragg grating with a tilt of the grating fringes is called tilted fibre Bragg

grating (TFBG) (Figure 10). The tilted grating causes coupling between core and

cladding modes. For a big tilt angle energy from core might be coupled to radiation
modes as well.

We can write the perturbation of induced refractive index in the following form

[21,22].

n(x,z) — n0 + Ancos(kgcos(e)z + fcssin(ö)x), (32)

where kß = ?- is the Bragg grating wave number. Substituting (32) into (20)
we can write coupling coefficients in the following form.

/ cos(A:s cos(9)z + kB sin(ö)x) EmE^dxdy
dmn(e, z) = 2ncAn± . (33)

/ ÊnÊ*ndxdy

As we can see our matrix coefficient are determined by the tilt angle ? which

results in different strength of mode coupling for different tilt angles.
To calculate a TFBG spectrum we have to take into consideration not only cou-

pling coefficients between core and cladding modes, but find all coupling coefficients

between modes, as energy might be transfered between cladding-guided modes. In

the general case if the cladding support ? modes we need to find \n ? ? coefficients,
i.e. overlap integrals between mode profiles.

Figure 11 illustrates the measured coupling of a core mode cladding modes. The

large transmission dip is the Bragg reflection resonance, while the remaining dips are
related to the coupling to cladding modes.
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Figure 10: TFBG momentum vector diagram of contra-directional coupling.

15Z) 1525

Wavelength, ran
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ghost mode

Bragg resonance

Transmission cladding modes

Figure 11: Typical TFBG spectrum ( ? = 6°)
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An important feature of the weakly (2..10 degrees ) tilted FBGs is the presence of
a strong "ghost mode" resonance, immediately to the left of the Bragg resonance in

Figure 1 1 . The ghost resonance corresponds to a group of nearly degenerate low-order

asymmetric cladding modes which are well confined in the core and less sensitive to

the cladding-external medium interface [23].



Chapter 3

Optical Modes in a Multilayer Step-Index

Cylindrical Waveguide

3.1 Electromagnetic Fields in

Cylindrical Waveguides

In order to calculate coupling coefficients between modes in a multilayer cylindrical
structure i.e. FBG , the modes and propogation constants should be determined first.

The problem of interest includes a metal coating on the fibre surface which results

in a significant refractive index variation (Figure 12). In this case we have to use

vector analysis to consider coupling between magnetic and electric field accrued at
the boundary. This approach will lead us to the hybrid modes analysis of the fibre.

We will derive a general equation suitable for any number of layers with any kind of
refractive index. In this work we are interested in a 4 layer fibre cylindrical structure

with a big refractive index variation between the layers. Examples for one and two

layer systems with small refractive index variation can be found in [24-30].

26
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VQ Vi V2V3

Figure 12: Schematic structure of 4 layer circular waveguide

We will start from source free Maxwell's equations:

VxE

VxH

V*B

V*D

-dtB,

dtD,

0,

0.

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

The role of medium in the interaction with an electromagnetic field is described by

the following two equations

D = e0E + P = e0erE. (38)

B = Ho/irH. (39)

For nonmagnetic materials: B = µ0?.

Assuming harmonic fields ?{t, t) = f{t)^?? we can rewrite Maxwell's equations



in the frequency domain

VxH

VxE

V*H

V * (erE)

-jue0erE,

jujß0H,

0,

0.

Considering a cylindrical symmetry of the problem we can rewrite Maxwell
tions

VxH = -jueE.

where operator V in cylindrical coordinates has representation

V = pdp + ?-de + m

V
??ß

Kdz/
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V ? H = det dp I de dz
H7. Hg Hz

\d6Hz - dzHe
dzHr — dpHz

( \

det dp de dz

H7. pHe H2

(
\deHz - jßHe

\

jßHr - dpHz

[l-dpipHe) - \deHp)

-jue

En

En

XEzJ

(46)

The latter result was obtained with the use of determinant properties. The second

column was multiplying by ? and the first row was dividing by ? without affecting
the value of the determinant.

We have also assumed uniformity of the fibre structure along ? axis, which results

in a periodic field with respect to the ? coordinate ejl3z and leading to the replacement
of dz with jß (since we are looking for modes with a well defined propagating constant
ß)·

In the same manner we can rewrite (41)

VxE = juJßH (47)
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VxE =

' \deEz - jßEe
jßEr - dpEz

\jdp(pEe) - ipdoEp)

'«>
]?µ Hn (48)

KHzJ
We can rewrite latter 6 equations (46) and (48) in a slightly different form

Ep = -^(ßd???+?µ-d???),72 P

Ee = -^(-d???-?µd???),?2 P

Hp = -L(-ue-deEz+ßdpHz),72 P

?? = ^{uedpEz + ^d???),72 P

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

and isolate Ez and Hz as

(d2? + -d? + -2d2 + ?2)?? = ?,P P
(53)

(54)

We can rewrite latter two equation in a simple form

(V2- + lì
( \

E;
= 0. (55)

Where

Vy = d2 + -dp + \d1 is the transverse part of the Laplace operator.
It U2Ji2. — ß2 is the transverse propagation constant in the ¿th layer of the
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multilayer medium, for a wave with propagating constant ß along ?

Now we can solve two scalar equations (53) and (54) and substitute E2, H2

into (49)- (52) to obtain Ep, E6, Hp, H0.
Let us take a look at general solution of (53), (54).

1J !-dp + —P P2(d2p + -dp + -d2 + ?2)<?(?, T) = 0, (56)

where we have further removed the ? dependency of ?(?, ?, ?) by using

f(?????) = f(?,?)ß-?ß?!. (57)

Assuming angular periodicity for a cylindrical structure along the ? direction, and

applying Fourier decomposition we get

OO

?(?,?)= S ^m(pyme, (58)
t?=— oo

Vv(P) = ¿ f_ F(?, ?)e~^??. (59)
Substituting (58) in (57) we get

1 777(^ + idp + (72-—Wm(P) = O, (60)
(p2d2p + pdp + ((??)2 - w2))^m(p) = O, (61)

replacing

x := ?? , Ptp = P1ÍTP = xh P2J? = ?2? and Mp) - í/m(*) we get

x2y" + xy' + (a;2 - m2)y = 0. (62)
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Equation (62) is a mth order Bessel equation. In every ith uniform region of Figure 12
the general solutions to the Bessel equation are Bessel functions of order m.

For each layer characterized by its refractive index n¿, we have a set of two independent
solutions for two possible cases:

1) for n2 kl > ß2 we have 7¿ = y/?2 kl — ß2 real, ? = p\Jn\k\ — ß2 is real, then

ym(x) = C1Jrn(X) + C2Ym(x). (63)

2) for nfkl < ß2 we have 7, = iy/ß2 — n2kl imaginary, ? = P\¡ß2 — n2kl is real

ym(x) = C1J7n(Ix) + c2Ym(ix) =

= C[I771(X) + c'2Km(x). (64)

Where J7n and Y7n are Bessel functions of the first and the second kind. I7n and K7n
are modified Bessel functions of the first and the second kind.

Therefore we can conclude that for each ith layer the solution of the Helmholtz

equation (55)

(4 + -fi + ^- ^))
EÏl(p)

rW,
= 0 (65)

\HSk{p)J
will give longitudinal components of electric and magnetic field as

?®,(?,?) = ?,(?)ß-*" = (A^Jn + B^Ym)e-^,
tl£l(p,9) = Hz(p)e-ime = (C%Jm + D%Ym)e->me. (66)
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3.2 Boundary conditions

In order to find specific solutions for a given waveguide structure we need to apply

boundary conditions. Any structure with cylindrical-symmetry might be represented
as a sequence of cylindrical layers. By choosing each layer small enough we may
consider it to have uniform properties. Our goal here is to find conditions on the

boundary between these layers. The mode solutions in the whole region of interest
can be found by combining fields from all such layers in such a way that all boundary
conditions are satisfied.

Boundary condition yields continuity of the tangential components of electrical
and magnetic field E and H. Therefore in our case of cylindrical-symmetry field Ez,

Eq , and Hz, Hg should be continuous.

We can rewrite equations (66) in matrix form

(*>
\H*I

= e~jme
A R¦rim *->??

c ?

Jm{lp)

\Ym(lp),
(67)

To collect all unknown coefficients Am, Bm, Cm, Dm in one single vector we can rewrite

the latter equation in the form

= e -jm6

U U J1n Ym

( \
An

Bn

Gn

\ L)m j

(68)

Now we can find angular components of an electromagnetic field from (50) and
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?? = ^d0Ex -?µß???),72 P
nP.deHz+ MdB,).
T P

H6

(69)

(70)

Rewriting the latter equations in the matrix form

E6

\??
3 fix-À-do
T P

(?E

\H')
+ ?

0 -µ

e 0

dn

( \
Ez

yHzJ
). (71)

where from (67) we know that

de

dn

E

\H>)
E

\H-J

-jme
-jn%e

A R1^m ±Jm Jm. I

Y,V-J

= 7e -jm6
A R

C G)

',}
\Y~)

(72)

(73)

Substituting these expressions in (71) we get

E1

\??
= 4e-^(-/m

T P

+ LÜJ
0 -µ

e 0

A R1^m ^m

c ?

A Rs*m J-Jm

r ?^m "m

J71

\YmJ

\YL)

+

(74)



An

?>
\">J

— c-jmO ??2
TTlJn A

Pl
2m,Ym ¦ ? ? ¦ ??>

UJ U)
je- Jm Je-lYm pi1

mJn
Pl2

mYrr,

Bn

Cn

(75)

\Dm ?

Finally combining equations (68) and (75) we get

/ \
Ez

E6

Hz

\??

Jn Y¦*¦ rn

JL77, / JL771V
?? p-r -JP^J'm

Jrr

-JP^Ym
?-» rn

J^1 ^m J^1I* m pyï
( \

Ar¡

—mJ„ ??
mY2 ?"'1 m

( \
An

Cn

Bn

\Dm ?

mE mEH

mHE mH

Bn

Cn

\Dm I

a b

-b a

( \
An

Cn

Bn

\Dm ?

(76)
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Or simply rewriting the last equation for an arbitrary ¿th layer we get

'^
\mJ

a bb a

. µ

V

ß(0

VD<"/

= M

'^

\Di"J
where

a = mE — m11
?-1 t?

UlJ1n -¿Tilï^ß

b = mEH = --mHEe

µ -jfy'm -ilKV'm

(77)

(78)

(79)

Matrix b = mEH describes coupling between electric È and magnetic field H on the
boundary, which is true only for the general case vectorial wave approach.

Where

M = M(m, ?, p, 7) is the transfer matrix for ¿th layer,

7 = y/inko)2 — ß2 is the mode wave number,
ß is the mode propagation wave number along the ? axis,

k0 — ?/c is the the free space wave number,
m is the mode angular symmetry number,

A, B, C, D are unknown coefficients for some ¿th layer for m mode number and prop-

agating constant ß.
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In order to find propagation constant and mode profiles we can use matrix method

[24,29-31]. With the help of matrix equation we can connect field components from
the opposite sides of each uniform layer. With help of boundary conditions we can
connect the field matrices M''' for all layers.

Let us denote ?(?)

Ez(p)

Ee(p)

H2(P)

\He(p)/

and Vi —

A1

B1

\??

, see Figure 12.

We can write boundary condition in the following form

ip(Pi-O) = i/>(pi + 0). (80)

The field at the first boundary px is defined by equation

J(Pi-O) = M1(P1)V0. (81)

Applying boundary condition at P1 we get

Tp(P1 + 0) = XP(P1 -0) = M1(P1)V0. (82)

When the field at the second layer close to the first boundary is

^(/01 + O) = M2Oo1)Wi. (83)
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M2(P1)V1 = M1(P1)V0, (84)

or

V1 = M^(P1)M1(P1)V0. (85)

In the similar way we can find field at the remaining boundaries

?(?2 - 0) = M2(P2)V1 = M2(P2)M^(P1)M1(P1)V0 (86)

?(?2 + 0) = M3(p2)v2,

v2 = M3-1 (P2)M2(P2) M2-1 (Pl) M1(P1)V0.

v3 = M^(p3) M3(p3) M3-1 (P2)-1 M2(P2)M2^(P1)M1(P1)V0,

(87)

(88)

(89)

or simply

Where

/ \
A4

C4
M

( \
A0

C0

B0

\DV

M = Ul1Mr+1^p1)M1(P1).

(90)

(91)

Note that the inverse matrices M~x can be calculated symbolically if they are ill
defined.

We have 4 equations (90), but 8 unknown parameters. The remaining four con-

ditions can be added if physical constrains are taken into consideration (no infinite
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fields): We could note that for some cases the second solution is unphysical:

1) for ? = 0 the Bessel function Y will approach infinity Y(O) —> oo.
2) for the ? —> oo we have I(oo) —> oo
Therefore we should equate coefficients B0, D0, A4, C4 to zero.

/ \
0

0

B4

( \
A0

C0
M

\V

mu rn12

m21 m22

/ \
A0

C0

0

vV

(92)

or

0
Vo/

\D'J

m11

A0

\CoJ
A0

= m2i

\C°J

(93)

(94)

We are interested in (93) , as it allows us to find propagation mode constant. Indeed
by taking determinant from both sides we get

det(rnn) = M11M12 - M21M12 = 0. (95)

M11 M12
Where mu = is 2 ? 2 matrix constructed from the elements of matrix

M2J M22
M, that depends only on the fibre parameters 71,2,3,4 , Pi,2,3, ei,2,3,4 , angular symmetry

number m and one variable ß , the mode propagation constant, which is found by
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solving (95).



Chapter 4

Numerical Simulation

4.1 Introduction

The objective of this Section is to simulate a multilayer cylindrical structure with an
arbitrary index profile function, to determine all possible mode propagation constants

ß and correspondent mode profiles.

In each layer of the multilayer medium we can describe electromagnetic field with

two Helmholtz equations for E and H separately (65). When the refractive index
function of the structure varies slowly, we can consider these equations to be inde-

pendent, thus we need to solve just one scalar equation. This approach is called the

linear polarization modes approximation, and is used in this chapter.

The primary goal was find numerical solution of the eigenvalue equation (65) for
a given type of multilayer structure.

Ê + ïê + M-wW-0 (96)
where

Ii — Vnì^o ~ ß2i is the ith layer mode wave number,
y(r) is unknown function of the mode profile,

41
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m is the mode angular symmetry number.

For a first order ordinary differential equation (ODE) of the type y'(t) = f(y,t),

the numerical method starts from an initial poin y0 and then each successive point

yi,y2) ¦·· is computed. In other words, an algorithm should compute as precisely as

possible the value of the function at the next step y¿+i from the previous result y¿.

The equation (96) can be rewritten in the following form

?" = ?(?',?,t) = -^'-(^-^)? (97)
The idea was to solve the equation (97) by substituting the values of the 7¿ =

\/nfk1 — ß2 at each layer with it's own refractive index n¿.
As the first attempt of the numerical integration the Euler's method was used but

then in order to increase precision the 4th order Runge-Kutta method chosen. Euler's

method only uses first derivative information and has accumulated error of order 0(h),
where h the integration step size, while the Runge-Kutta method samples derivatives

at several points in the interval and has accumulated error of order 0(h4). The 4th
order Runge-Kutta method also provides good trade-off between computational time

and increased accuracy [32].
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4.2 Numerical integration method

The 4th order Runge-Kutta method for a first order ODE y' = f(y, r) can be written

in the form [32] .

where

Vi+i= yi + -(k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4)6

Ti+1 = n + h (98)

h = fin, Vi)
, ti h h,«2= /(»"i + -,y» + -ai)

^3 = f(Ti + -,yi + -k2)

h= f{rz + h,yi + hk3) (99)

?. - is the step size,

y - is the mode profile function.

The Runge-Kutta algorithm averages four slopes Zc1, Zs2, k3, Zc4 (99), with greater
weight given to the slopes at the midpoint (Figure 13)

In order to solve equation (96) the above method should be modified for integra-

tion of a second order ODE y" = f(y'}y,r). Since higher order ordinary differen-
tial equations can be reduced to a system of first order ODE's, the modification is

straightforward.
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G: h.
2

r.
i+1

Figure 13: Schematic representation of the 4th order Runge-Kutta method

%+i = dyi + - (Zc1 + Ik2 + 2k3 + Zc4)

Vi+i= Vi + -(dVi + (h + k2 + k3))6

ri+i = T1 + h (100)

where

h = hf{ruyudyi)
? ? ri h ? h . klk2 = hfiTi + -, y¿ + dyi-,dyi + —)

re/ h , h , h k2h= hj(ri + -,yi + dyi- + k1-,dyi + —)

ki = hf(ri + h,yi + dyih + k2-,dyi + k3) (101)

h - is the step size,

y - is the mode profile function,

dy - is the derivative of y.

The latter numerical method (100) was used for integration of the equation (96).
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4.3 Eigenvalues search algorithm

As we can see from equation (96) it contains two unknown variables:

1) m is the mode angular number, which defines modes type with respect to the
angular symmetry,

2) 7¿ = y/n^kg — ß2 is defined by propagation constant ß = neffk0 and the wavenum-
ber k0 of the incident light.

To account these variables we should replace our function f(y',y,r) with the

f(y',y,rym,neff).
In order find eigenvalues for all propagating modes, the following algorithm was

developed:

1) The mode angular symmetry number m is chosen.
2) In order to find all eigenvalues ne/y of the equation (96) the method of trial and
error was used.

It is known that the eigenvalues of propagating cladding modes lay in the range

of nciad < neff < ?We- The idea was to scan that range of values with a small step,
and decrease the step value when an eigenvalues was encountered.

The searching algorithm works as follows:

a) The eigenvalue is chosen from the range [nciad-.ncore\.
b) The equation (96) is solved for each of y\, y<i, ... points successively, for a chosen

value of neff. Usually after few hundred steps, the wave function y(r) starts to diverge
exponentially. This means that the the value of neff is incorrect.

c) Right before the function y(r) blows up, its sign is stored, and the value of neff is
incremented by a small step neff = nej¡ + ?? .
d) The process is repeated again for the new value nej¡ until the function y(r) changes
in sign right before diverging.

e) When the sign change is detected, the program will bisect the interval and will
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check each of the half intervals for a sign change. This procedure can be repeated N
times to achieve a desired precision of eigenvalue.

The result of the above process is the function y(r) goes through the whole area

of interest without blowing up, and decays beyond the cladding region.

3) The mode symmetry m can be changed and process of finding neff can be
repeated all over again for the new type of modes.

4.4 Results and Discussion

The numerical integration method and eigenvalues search algorithm described above

were implemented in the program coded in Delphi 7.0 (see Appendix A for the pro-

gram listing).
The graphical user interface of the program is presented in Figure 14. It consists of

1) a windows where structure parameters can be entered, 2) a window that displays
computed eigenvalues for different mode types, 3) a window that displays a mode

profile for a chosen eigenvalues neff.
It can be seen that each eigenvalue is defined by two numbers and are placed in

table. The table's column number is the m number that defines the mode angular

symmetry.

The presented program proved itself useful in the calculation of all the possible

cladding modes in standard 125µt? fibre. More than a hundreds modes were found

on a standard Pentium 4 computer in less than ten minutes with eigenvalue precision

up to nine orders of magnitude.
When a structure of interest is significantly bigger than the incident light wave-

length, the numerical algorithm becomes ineffective due to the increasing number

of steps. In this case methods with variable step size can be applied or analytical

solution can be found for large cylindrical uniform regions. The program is based on
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Figure 14: The graphical user interface of the program.

the linear polarization modes approximation.

Unfortunately this approach is not applicable for the structures where strong

coupling between E and H fields exists on the layer boundaries. In the latter case

the vectorial mode transfer matrix method should be used (see Chapter 3).



Chapter 5

TFBG sensor for nanoscale metal films

5.1 Introduction

Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensors can be applied to a wide range of applications
in pressure-strain, temperature and chemical process measurements. Optical FBG

based sensors have several advantages over conventional electric sensors because they

are inexpensive, small and immune to electromagnetic interference.
Present work shows how it is possible to extend FBG sensor application in chem-

istry for precise measurement of the fast kinetic process of metallic film deposition

within nanometer precision. In this chapter we will describe developed TFBG chemi-

cal sensor and measurement technique used to monitor the fabrication of the nanoscale

metal layer coatings.

Since mode field solution depends on the properties of all the layers making up the

fibre, any changes to the layers will change the field shapes and hence the coupling
coefficients, and finally the TFBG transmission spectrum. This was demonstrated

elsewhere [33-35]
We will show that a TFBG can be used for a real-time in situ monitoring of

thin metallic films deposition during a process of electroless plating. The technique

presented in this work allows the precise measurement of metallic film thickness with

48
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precision of a few nanometers which opens the way for growing nanoscale metal

coatings on fibres which is essential for obtaining optimal parameters for sensor,

based on a surface plasmon resonance [35,36].
The ultimate goal of this finding is to develop an inexpensive compact SPR sens-

ing platform based on a standard optical telecom fibre coated with a thin metal film.
The idea is to implement plasmon resonances to detect changes in environment and

even separate molecular binding events. It known that such sensor is able to de-
tect biomolecules at femto-molar concentration [34, 36] with the advantage of remote
sensing in a small-size locations.

In general our method can either be used to fabricate TFBG-SPR sensors with ex-
cellent metal thickness accuracy, or as a process control to monitor precisely the batch

fabrication of multiple coated fibres for any related application, since the electroless

process can be used for large immersion baths and fibre numbers.

5.2 Experiment Outline

A tilted fibre Bragg grating (TFBG) sensor was used to monitor the growth of thin
gold and silver metal films during a process of electroless plating.

To maximize the sensor response a linearly polarized light was introduced and
measurements were taken at various different polarization angles. The linear polar-

ization states at which the sensor showed the best performance were chosen.

The thickness of the metallic film coating was measured with the help of an atomic

force microscope (AFM). Two methods were implemented to estimate the film thick-
ness: 1) the method based on the direct observation of mechanically scratched film's
surface areas ,and 2) the method based on natural imperfections in the film coating.

The correlation between the sensor response and the film thickness was estab-
lished. It was shown that the film thickness can be monitored at nanometer precision
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by looking at the optical response of the TFBG sensor.

5.3 Metal film deposition

The TFBG sensor was based on a standard single-mode optical télécoms fibres (Corn-

ing SMF-28). The phase mask technique was used to inscribe gratings in the fibre's
hydrogen-loaded core. The mask was tilted to produce a 6 or 10 degrees tilt of

the grating planes. The inscription was done with a 248 nm pulsed ultraviolet KrF
excimer laser.

The metal film deposition was conducted through the process of electroless plating

where gold nanoparticles were first attached to the fibre surface and used as catalysts

for the metal deposition [37].
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Figure 15: Schematic representation of AuNPs assisted electroless plating.

The chemical experiment was conducted as follows:

1) The gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized by citrate reduction of
chloroauric Acid (H[AuCIi]) in water [38,39]. The reducing agent sodium citrate
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(N U3CqH5Oj) reduces the gold ions to neutral gold atoms. AuNPs start to form
when the colloidal solution becomes supersaturated. Citrate ions act as both a re-

ducing agent, and a capping agent. The repulsion of the negatively charged citrate

ions stabilize the colloid preventing the AuNPs from sticking together [39]. As the

result of this process spherical gold nanoparticles in the range from 10 to 20 nm in
diameter suspended in water were created.

2) The prepared Bragg grating fibres were immersed in concentrated sulfuric acid

(H2SO4) for 1 hour and then rinsed with deionized water and then with methanol.
In order to create a positively charged surface the fibre was then place in a 1%

methanol solution of APTMS ((MeO)3SiCH2CH2CH2NH2) for 15 minutes. The
APTMS treatment replaces the hydroxyl groups (OH) adsorbed on the glass (fibre)

substrate (SiO2) with APTMS molecules forming a siloxane bond between the Si on

one end of the APTMS molecules and an oxygen atom on the SiO2 surface [40]. As
a consequence, the amino group attached on the other end of the APTMS molecule

is oriented away from the substrate. These amino groups on the APTMS molecules

immobilise gold particles onto the substrate because of the affinity of the amino group

to the gold [40].

3) The fibre was removed from the 1% APTMS solution and rinsed a few times
with methanol and then rinsed with deionized water. The fibre was then placed for

24 hours in a solution of citrate reduced gold nanoparticles with diameters ranging
from 10 to 20 nm.

4) The fibre was removed from the gold nanoparticles solution and rinsed with

deionized water and immersed in the plating solution. The process of electroless plat-

ing was used to obtain a thin metallic film coating on the fibre surface (Figure 15).
Electroless plating is a non-galvanic method of plating that involves several simul-

taneous reactions in an aqueous solution, which occur without the use of external
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electrical power [41]. The reaction is accomplished when hydrogen is released by a re-
ducing agent and oxidized thus producing a negative charge on the surface of AuNPs.

Nanoparticles attached to the fibre surface play the catalytic role during the process
of electroless plating.

For the silver coating the plating solution consisted of 0.0 IM silver nitrate

(AgNO3) , 8.96M ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), 2.24M acetic acid (CH3COOH),
and 0.4M hydrazine hydrate (H2NN H2-H2O) at a volumetric ratio of 1:1:1:2, respec-
tively.

For the gold plating solutions of 0.1% hydrogen tetrachloroaurate

(HAuCUSH2O) and 0.4M hydroxylamine hydrochloride (NH2OHHCl) in a 1:1 vol-
umetric ratio were used.

The process described resulted in the metallic coating of the fibre. Fig-

ures 16(a), 16(b) presents the AFM scans done before and after process of metal
film deposition.
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Figure 16: AFM scan of the fibre coated with (a) AuNPs with 24h of deposition
time , (b) the gold film with 32 minutes of deposition.
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Figure 17: Image of the fibre coated with the gold film taken from an optical
microscope.

5.4 Optical system and TFBG response

The experimental setup for real-time monitoring of the process of formation of thin

gold and silver metal films is shown schematically in Figure 22.
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Figure 18: Schematic diagram of the optical system.

The light from a broadband source was coupled to the optical fibre connected to
the TFBG sensor. Transmission spectra were measured by an optical spectrum ana-

lyzer AQ6317B. The optical spectrum analyzer AQ6317B provides measurements with

high spectral resolution but unfortunately measurements are done relatively slowly

(usually one scan per minute can be done). The whole process of gold nanoparticles
and metal film deposition was measured and automated. Data were gathered by a

PC connected to the optical spectrum analyzer through a LabView interface. The

collected data were analyzed with help of MatLab software.

Figure 19 (a) shows a single spectrum taken by the optical spectrum analyzer.
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Spectra were taken continuously and saved on a PC hard drive for further analy-

sis. Figure 19 (b) shows a 3D representation of the spectra, ploted with a MatLab
program.
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Figure 19: (a) Typical transmission spectrum of a weakly tilted FBG, (b) a 3D
representation of a set of the TFBG spectra taken at different deposition time.

The data representation can be improved if the intensity of each spectrum's res-

onance is tracked separately regardless of its wavelength shift. It can be seen from

Figure 19 (a) that the TFBG spectrum consists of two different groups of resonances.
Figure 20 shows spectrum envelope for one of these group, where each spectrum's

resonance was tracked separately.

Figure 20 shows distinct changes in the spectrum envelope during the different

stages of the deposition process. The evolution of the spectra envelope identifies many

different features. The biggest change is related to the change of plating solution from

AuNPs to the metal plating, is the result of refractive index change. Due to the high

resolution of the optical spectrum analyzer AQ6317B it was possible to have a close

look at individual resonances during the change of plating solution (figure 21). The
fine structure of each single resonance can be observed. Figure 21 clearly shows that

during the deposition process different families of cladding modes are influenced by
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Figure 20: Evolution of the spectrum envelope during the whole process of deposi-
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Figure 21: Density and 3D plot of individual resonances.

After getting the whole picture the research was focused on the sub-process of

metal deposition in the first 30 minutes of metal plating. The goal was to estimate

the metal film thickness growth during the deposition process.

Unfortunately the first few experiments showed no significant changes in the
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TFBG transmission spectruma except the first few minutes. To improve the sen-

sor performance the idea of using polarized light was introduced. Changes in the core

mode polarization of the TFBG sensor causes excitation of different mode groups in
the cladding. It was expected to see the difference in sensor response when different

groups of cladding modes were excited, because of metal deposition.

A new optical setup was introduced, as shown in Figure 22.
PR2000

Polarizer controller Plating Bath
Micron si720

inputK
?.

Tunable light
source

O.
Fiber O.

*7~
TFBG

V D
Figure 22: Schematic diagram of the optical system with a polarizer controller
added.

In order to control the light state of polarization a PR2000 automated polarization

rotator was introduced (Figure 22). In this system (Figure 22), light from a fibre
goes through a polarization controller that sets the light states of polarization before
it reaches the TFBG sensor. The required state of polarization was produced by

aligning fast axes of 1/4 wave and 1/2 wave retarders with a micro-stepped motor.
The PR2000 polarizer controller is capable of rotating light polarization through all

polarization states in the range ot 1530 to 1560 nm.

The optical spectrum analyzer AQ6317B was replaced by si720 Micron Optical

Sensing Interrogator, based on a high-speed Fabry-Perot tunable filters and fast photo

detecting system, capable to measure 5 spectra per second, although with lower spec-
tral resolution in comparison with initial AQ6317B. The high speed of spectra mea-

surement allowed to track the chemical process kinetics.

The polarization controller was set to continuously scan all linearly polarized

states, performing full rotation every 10 seconds. Meanwhile, the optical spectrum
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analyzer (Micron si720) was capable of acquiring 5 spectra per second with reason-
able resolution, which gives 5 * 10 = 50 measurements per full polarization rotation.

Measurements were continuously taken in the range of 1530 to 1560 nm during 30

min. As the result 180 spectra were accrued for each of 50 different polarization states

during the metal deposition process (Figure 23).
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Figure 23: The density plot representation of spectra acquired for the first 30 min
of the gold film deposition

This system acquires a lot of data. Prior to the experiment we did not know what

would be happening and how the TFBG response would vary. The following section

indicates a multi-step data analysis process with increasingly finer resolution designed

to identify the metal plating process.

Extracting data for each of 50 measured states makes it is possible to track spec-

trum evolution for each of 50 states of polarization. As shown in Figure 23, four

different states of polarization: Pl, P2, P3, P4, corresponding to the axes defined

by the grating tilt plane, were chosen for further analysis. These confirm the fact

that the growth of the metal layer influences modes differently, depending on the

polarization of their EM field at the cladding boundary.

Figure 24 shows spectrum evolution of P3 state (as defined in Figure 23).
By tracking each resonance in the spectrum separately for each of 50 states of
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Figure 24: Density plot of the spectrum evolution for the P3 polarization state
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polarization, the full description of the TFBG sensor response was ascertained. Fig-
ure 25 shows the amplitude evolution of one of such resonances for input light with

different polarization states. This particular resonance at 1531 nm was chosen as it
has an almost linear amplitude-time dependence for P2 polarization state, which is

used in further analysis.

It is clearly seen from Figure 25 that the polarization state of the incident core's

mode has a significant influence on the TFBG sensor response. The most valuable

information is provided by the Pl and P2 states of linear polarizations, while the
results from the P3 and P4 states are more immune to the deposition process. More-

over, the TFBG sensor response to the Pl and P2 states has an opposite sign, which

explains the cancellation effect for unpolarized light, when no sensor response was
ascertained during the film deposition process.

The next step was to measure the metallic film thickness in order to corelate the

optical response of the TFBG sensor (Figure 25) with the actual physical results of
deposition. The expected film thickness was in the range of 5 to 100 nm. In order to

measure such a thin coating an atomic force microscope (AFM) was used.
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Figure 25: Evolution of individual resonance near 1531 nm for P1,P2,P3 polarization
states

5.5 Metal film thickness estimation

5.5.1 Principles of AFM operation

To control the coating process and estimate the film thickness the atomic force mi-

croscope (AFM) was implemented with the capability to provide resolution on the

order of a nanometer. AFM has several advantages as follows: it provides a true

three-dimensional surface profile, and samples do not require any special treatments

or coatings. The process works perfectly well in ambient air.
Essentially during AFM measurements the information is gathered by sensing the

surface with a mechanical probe.

The AFM Figure 26 consists of a reflective cantilever with a sharp tip attached

to its underside. When the tip is brought close to the sample surface, forces be-

tween the tip and the sample lead to a deflection of the cantilever. Depending on

the situation, forces that are measured in AFM include short-range force associated

with this chemical interaction and long-range forces arising from van der Waals and

p 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T
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electrostatic interactions between tip and surface. A diode laser is focused onto the

back of a reflective cantilever. When the tip scans across the surface, moving up and

down due to roughness on the surface, the tip will interact with the surface causing
the cantilever to deflect according to the interaction. The cantilever deflection is

measured by a laser spot reflected from the the cantilever into an array of photodi-

odes. The difference in the light intensity between different photodiodes in the array
is transformed into voltage and acquired by a control circuit. In most cases a control

feedback mechanism is employed to adjust the tip-to-sample distance to maintain a

constant force between the tip and the sample or stay at constant height above the

sample. The tip is mounted on a vertical piezo z-scanner, through which constant
force is maintained, while the sample is scanned in ? and y directions with use of other

piezo blocks. Essentially from this z-movement of the sensor and x, y movement of
the sample the resulting three dimensional topographical maps of the surface of the

sample is obtained.

Control
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Loop
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Detector
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? ,/ Laser
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Figure 26: The tip is attached to a cantilever, and is x,y-scanned over a surface.
The cantilever deflection due to tip-surface interactions is monitored by a photodiode.
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An AFM can be operated in a number of modes, depending on the application.

In general, possible modes are divided into a contact mode and a variety of dynamic
modes where the cantilever is vibrated.

In this work the contact and tapping modes were implemented. The contact mode

had showed better performance, but sample and tip were damaged a few times.

Contact Mode

In this mode the tip scans the sample in close contact with the surface. The deflection
of the cantilever is sensed and compared in a DC feedback amplifier to some desired
value of deflection. If the measured deflection is different from the desired value the

feedback amplifier applies a voltage to the piezo element to change the cantilever's

height and thus restores the desired value of deflection. Thus the force between the tip

and the surface is kept constant during scanning by maintaining a constant deflection.
Because the measurement of a static signal is more exposed to noise and drift, low-

stiffness cantilevers are used to increase the deflection signal. However, low stiffness

cantilevers can be easily polled to the surface by attractive forces. Thus static mode

AFM is almost always done in contact where the overall force is repulsive.
In practice, it appears that the contact AFM mode is strongly influenced by

formation of electrostatic and surface tension forces from the adsorbed gas layer pull

the scanning tip toward the sample surface. These frictional forces are destructive

and can damage the sample and the cantilever probe as well as distort the resulting
data. Therefore, contact mode imaging is heavily influenced by frictional and adhesive

forces compared to non-contact or tapping mode.

An attempt to avoid these problem is the non-contact mode.
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Non-contact Mode

In this mode, the tip of the cantilever does not contact the sample surface. It is

implemented in situations where tip contact might alter the sample in subtle ways.
The tip is usually from 1 to 10 nm above the sample surface. The cantilever is given

an oscillation by a small piezoelectric element mounted in the AFM tip holder at a

frequency slightly different from the resonance frequency with an oscillation amplitude
of a few nanometers. The van der Waals forces act to decrease the resonance frequency

of the cantilever. AC detection methods are used to detect the change in frequency,

amplitude or phase of the oscillating cantilever in response to small perturbations in
force between the tip and the sample. A feedback loop system maintains a constant

oscillation amplitude or frequency by adjusting the average distance from tip to the

sample.

Non-contact mode AFM does not suffer from tip or sample degradation effects,

which makes this mode preferable for measuring soft samples. Unfortunately, the

attractive forces from the sample are substantially weaker than the forces used by

contact mode. Non-contact scans usually have lower resolution than in contact mode

and can also be influenced by a contaminant layer which can interfere with oscillation.

Tapping Mode

To detect short-range forces the probe tip should be close enough to the sample and
at the same time it should be prevented from sticking to the surface. The idea of the

tapping mode is to alternately place the tip in contact with the surface to provide
high resolution and then lift the tip off the surface to avoid dragging the tip across

the surface. The tapping mode was developed as a method to achieve high resolution

without introducing destructive frictional forces.

In Tapping Mode, the cantilever is driven to oscillate near its resonance frequency
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similar to non-contact mode but with higher amplitude typically greater than 20nm at

a frequency of 50-500 KHz. The oscillating tip is then moved toward the surface until

it begins to lightly touch, or tap the surface. During scanning, the vertically oscillating
tip alternately contacts the surface and lifts off. As the oscillating cantilever begins to

intermittently contact the surface, the cantilever oscillation is reduced due to energy

loss caused by the tip contacting the surface. The reduction in amplitude is used to
measure the surface features.

Tapping mode prevents the tip from sticking to the surface and reduces the damage

during scanning in comparison with contact mode. Unlike contact mode, where the
tip contacts the surface, it has sufficient oscillation amplitude to overcome the tip-

sample adhesion forces, therefore material is not pulled sideways by the tip.
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5.5.2 AFM Measurement technique

AFM Setup

To obtain the value of the metal film thickness with the AFM it is highly important

to choose optimal values for certain parameters that control AFM operation. The

following two parameters have major impacts:

1) The seating point - tip height over the sample surface.
2) The feedback (FB) - parameter which controls the feedback loop and affecting

the resolution of the image.

Both the seating point and the feedback parameters should be tuned. Usually one
starts from setting the tip height and then picking the optimal value of the feedback

loop parameter for a given height. If the FB is too large a parasitic oscillation might

occur as the result of the tip overreaction. If the FB signal is too small the tip would

not be able to follow the rapid changes in the sample's surface height variation and the

image becomes too general with loss of fine details. If the results are not satisfactory
the seating point should be changed.

3) In the taping mode there are extra two parameters: a) the voltage applied to
the cantilever, and b) signal amplification coefficient. It is possible to pick one of
the cantilever's resonances, and then control the cantilever's oscillation amplitude by

adjusting the applied voltage and the coefficient of signal amplification.

These parameters had crucial significance for measurements as the goal was to
detect film thickness by looking at small imperfections in coating, with rapid changes

in height. When the tip passes over a bump in the surface, the cantilever has less room
to oscillate and the amplitude of oscillation decreases. Alternately, when the tip passes

over a pitch the cantilever has more room to oscillate. If the control system is not

set up properly, oscillations can reach a free space value and then information related
to the film structure would be lost. After performing control scans and choosing the
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Figure 27: (a) The scratched metallic film,(b) The film height estimation.

value for the parameters it was possible to perform fine calibrations with the AFM

software to effectively reduce nonlinear distortions.

Film thickness measurement techniques

There were two major goals: to measure the metallic film thickness and to estimate

the coating quality. To achieve them two different methods were applied:

1) The film surface was mechanically scratched (Figure 27(a)) and then the AFM
measurements were conducted on the scratch boundary. It was possible to perform

measurements at different scratches in different film spots and to obtain the informa-

tion regarding the film thickness.

The major drawback of this technique was that it is hard to perform precise

scratches without affecting the film structure. The second problem was that it difficult

to position the scan probe over the scratch boundary.

2) In the attempt to solve the above problems we have introduced a new method

of measuring film thickness based on the detection of natural defects in a coating.
The process of chemical deposition of a thin metallic silver or gold film starts

with the fibre surface activation by gold nanoparticles. The first stage of the film
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Figure 28: (a) Flattened AFM Image, 2D density plot,
(b) Flattened AFM Image, 3D plot

growth leads to the formation of small islands which grow in size as time progresses.

At the final stage of deposition these islands start to overlap producing a more or
less uniform coating. However there always several small uncovered spots. Thus it

was possible to estimate the gold film thickness by analyzing unscratched AFM scans

and estimate the film roughness. The software provided with the AFM provides data

in both 3D image and matrix formats. The matrix contains numbers representing

height of each scanned point in the xy plane. It was possible to calculate the number

of matrix elements within a certain range of values and plot the histogram graph.
The fibre's surface curvature need to be considered first because it causes the

sample height variation significantly greater than the gold film roughness. One way

to flatten the graph is to perform second order curve subtraction, where parameters

of the second order curve are chosen in the way to provide as flat image as possible.

This easily can be done as the height variation related to the fibre curvature is a slow

varying function in compression with the function associated to the film roughness.

Figure 28(b) present the result of curvature subtraction.
The next step was the surface roughness and thickness estimation. For each AFM
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Figure 29: Histogram representation of a film surface.

scan a histogram was plotted. Figure 29 represents the frequency distribution for
different points.

Analyzing the histogram in Figure 29, it is clear to see that it has a distinct peak,

which represents the most frequent value of the film height occurring on the film. The
tails on the left and right hand sides represent deviation from the film's most frequent

height value. Thus, for a good uniform coating the peak is narrow and sharp. The
left most side of the histogram is representative of badly-coated areas on the film

surface, which either have thinnest coating or no coating whatsoever.
The film thickness was ascertained by measuring the distance between the his-

togram's peak and the left end side of the histogram tail (Figure 29). The results
of film thickness estimation were in good correlation with the first method described
above.

The graph in Figure 30 represent results of roughness estimation for the gold films

with a varying deposition times.

To remove the high frequency noise and obtain more useful data, a low pass filter
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Figure 30: Histogram of AFM scans of the gold film with different exposure time.

was applied in the frequency domain (Figure 31).
By close and careful inspection of graphs in Figure 32 the gold film thickness

was plotted as the function of deposition time (Figure 33). The linear and cubic
interpolations were implemented to display the trend of the process.
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Figure 31: Histograms filtered with a low pass "brick" filter.
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Figure 32: Zoom of Figure 31 (Intersections with the "height" axis gives the value
of the gold film thickness measured from the film surface to the fibre substrate).
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Figure 33: The gold film thickness vs deposition time, with linear and cubic inter-
polation.

5.6 Results and Discussion

Metal plating results in significant changes to the transmission spectrum of the TFBG

as a function of time. Using the TFBG sensor optical response (Figure 25) and AFM
measurements of the gold film thickness (Figure 33) it was possible to calibrate the
sensor platform (Figure 34).

As seen in Figure 34 the experimental results can be interpolated with a second

order polynomial. The standard deviation (102) is on the order of nanometer. The

interpolation curve in Figure 34 can be used for predicting the film thickens in real-

time measurements. It is clearly seen that changes in metal film thickness as small

as few nanometers are easily detectable.

\
1 N
-Y^(Xi -f(Vi))2 = 1.0890,nm (102)

The polarized spectral timeliness contain a tremendous amount of data (Fig-
ure 23). When a polarized light is launched into the fibre it causes excitation of
different families of cladding modes, affected differently by the sensing environment.
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Transmission
I (h) = -10.9952 + 0.0129404*h + 0 .0 00427134*hz

Intensity, dB
-10.3

-10.4

Film Thickness, nm

Figure 34: Gold film thickness vs intensity for one particular cladding mode reso-
nance at 1531 nm. The line represents the second order polynomial interpolation.

However, only few states of polarization provid valuable information. Moreover, it

was showed that optical response of the sensor can be opposite for different polariza-
tion states, which leads to cancellation of the sensor response when unpolarized light
is used.

Overall, the sensor showed excellent performance. It was capable of detecting fab-
rication of thin metallic film with nanometer precision and high time resolution. The

proposed platform can also be applied for chemical process kinetics detection. With
the help of the si720 Micron Optical Sensing Interrogator measurements can be taken

with frequency of 5 Hz, whereas a si920 sensing interrogator can take measurements
at microsecond time resolution.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that chemical deposition of thin metallic films can be monitored

with the help of TFBG cladding mode resonances. The presented sensing platform

was capable of detecting changes in metal thickness as small as few nanometers, via

real-time monitoring of the metal plating process.

The proposed method can be used to produce TFBG-SPR sensors with excellent

metal thickness accuracy, where the thickness of the metal coating is precisely tuned

to obtain the plasmon resonance in the working range of the TFBG sensor. This
method can also be used in any related application such as fabrication of multiple
coated fibres.

A major advancement was made when polarized light was introduced, and sensor

response at different states of polarization was ascertained. The proposed method
was based on the single polarization state tracking ( F1 or F2 in Figure 25), at which

the sensor had the larger response. This technique can be improved if the difference

between F1 or F2 (Figure 25) states is taken into account. Although, in a real-life

applications it would require a more complicated setup, capable of providing separate
detection of the sensor response at two different polarization states F1 or F2.

It is known that SPR is very sensitive to light polarization [34,35], and this
was exactly the case in the presented experiment. Moreover, at certain stage of

72
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the deposition process, a sharp peak in the spectrum was observed for a particular

polarization state P2 (Figure 35), suggesting the energy coupling from the cladding

modes to the surface plasmon resonance wave in the film cladding. As described

elsewhere [34,35], coupling to the SPR wave can be expected only when the metallic
film has a particular thickness, which was the case in the presented results.

Intensity, dB

P26

IO

12

13

14

15901530 560

F
??

m

12

Polarization, degree

Figure 35: Possible SPR detection at P2 polarization state (black line) after 40 min
of gold film deposition

Overall, the polarized spectral timelines contain a tremendous amount of data.

Much work still remains to fully correlate all the features we see with the physical

processes occurring during plating.

The numerical method developed in Chapter 4 provides a fast and accurate solu-

tion to the fibre modes problem for a multilayer step-index structures with a slowly
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varying refractive index function.
Unfortunately, this is not the case when a metal layer is taken into account. Strong

coupling between fields E and H on the boundary makes it impossible to decouple
the system of Maxwell's equations. In this case the vectorial mode transfer matrix

method, derived in Chapter 3, should be used for further simulation.
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Appendix A

Listing of program for analysing

multilayer cylindrical structures

uses

Windows, Messages, SysUtils, Variants, Classes, Graphics, Controls, Forms,
Dialogs, StdCtrls, ExtCtrls, Menus, Grids, Buttons, Math;

type

TForml = class(TForm)

StringGridl: TStringGrid; test: TButton; ErI: TEdit; Labell: TLabel; Er2: TEdit;
Er3: TEdit; Er4: TEdit; Label4: TLabel; EnI: TEdit; En2: TEdit; En3: TEdit;

En4: TEdit; Label2: TLabel; Labelo: TLabel; Label6: TLabel; Ejn: TEdit; Label7:
TLabel; Elamda: TEdit; ErO: TEdit; Label9: TLabel; Labelll: TLabel; Labell2:

TLabel; Labell3: TLabel; Enmin: TEdit; Label3: TLabel; Label8: TLabel; Labell4:

TLabel; LabellO: TLabel;

function kr(r,E:real; l:integer):real;
function f(r:real; y, dy: extended; E:real; Hnteger ) extended;
procedure Start;

procedure testClick(Sender: TObject);

procedure DU(l:integer; E:real);
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procedure DUsign(l: integer; E: real; var s : integer);
procedure Efind;

procedure Cnorm(L,n: integer);

procedure Init(L:integer; E:real);
procedure FormPaint (Sender: TObject);
procedure PlotPsi(L,n: integer);

procedure PlotPsi2(L,n: integer);
procedure PlotClear;

procedure StringGridlSelectCell(Sender: TObject; ACoI, ARow: Inte

var CanSelect: Boolean);
end;
var

Formi: TForml;

dr,ri,rmax,rmin: real; yi,dyi :extended;

Rl,R2,R3,R4,nl,n2,n3,n4,nj,kk0,Emin,Emax,dE,lamda :single;

Cn: Array [1..50] of real;
ENL,CNL,YNL,RNLmax,RNLmin: Array [0..50, 1..50] of real;

EnMax: Array [1..50] of integer;
rimax,rimin, yimin: real;

mods,Lmax: integer;
Const

yO=lE-2;

implementation

//+++ Code
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procedure TForml. Start;

begin

lamda:=StrToFloat(Elamda.Text)/1000;
kkO:= Power(2*pi/lamda,2);

Rl:=StrToFloat(Erl.Text);

R2:=StrToFloat(Er2.Text) ;

R3:=StrToFloat(Er3.Text)+R2;
R4:=StrToFloat(Er4.Text)+R3;
dr:= 0.01;

nl:=StrToFloat(Enl.Text);
n2:=StrToFloat(En2.Text);

n3:=StrToFloat(En3.Text);

n4:=StrToFloat(En4.Text);

nj:=StrToFloat(Ejn.Text);
Emin:=StrToFloat(Enmin.Text) ;
Emax:=nl;

dE:=0.003;

end;

//+++ Functions

Function TForml.kr (r,E:real;l:integer):real;

var er: real;

begin

if r>R4 then er:= 1 //air

else if r>R3 then er:= n4*n4 //cover
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else if r>R2 then er:= ri3 //metal

else if r>Rl then er:= n2*n2 //clading

else er:=nl*nl; //core
kr:=kkO*(er-E*E)-l*l/(r*r);

end;

Function TForml.f(r:real; y, dy: extended; E:real; Hnteger ):extended;
begin

f:=-dy/r-kr(r,E,l)*y;
end;

//+++ ODE equation solution

// Runge-Kutta method

procedure TForml.DU(L:integer; E:real);
var t,kl,k2,k3,k4: extended;

begin

t:=Abs(kr(ri,E,L));
if t>20 then dr:=0.00001

else if t>10 then dr:=0.0001

else if t>5 then dr:=0.001

elsedr:=0.01;

kl:=dr*f(ri, yi, dyi, E, L);
k2:=dr*f(ri+dr/2, yi+dyi*dr/2, dyi+kl/2, E, L);
k3:=dr*f(ri+dr/2, yi+dyi*dr/2+kl*dr/2, dyi+k2/2, E, L);
k4:=dr*f(ri+dr, yi+dyi*dr+k2*dr/2, dyi+k3, E, L);
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dyi:=dyi+(kl+2*k2+2*k3+k4)/6;

yi:=yi+dr*(dyi+(kl+k2+k3)/6);
ri:=ri+dr;

end;

//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

//+++ Initial declaration

procedure TForml.Init(L:integer;E:real);
begin

rmax:=R4+2;

ri:=0.00001;

if L=O then begin yi:=y0; dyi:=0; end;
if L>0 then

begin

repeat

ri:=ri+dr

until Abs(kr(ri,E,L))<30;

yi:=y0;

dyi:=Sqrt(Abs(kr(ri,E,L)))*yO;
end;

rimin:=ri;

end;

//+++ Sign



procedure TForml.DUsign(L:integer; E: real; var s
var tl,t2: real;

begin

tl:=0; t2:=0;

Init(L,E);
repeat

DU(L5E);

t2:=Abs(yi);
if t2>lE5 then break;

if tl>t2 then rimax:=ri;

tl:=t2;

until ri>rmax;

if yi<0 then s:=l else s:=-l;

end;

procedure TForml.Cnorm(L,n:integer);
var Int,YM,t: real;

begin

Init(L,ENL[L,n]);
lnt:=0;

YM:=0;

repeat

DU(L,ENL[L,n]);
t:=yi*yi;

Int:=Int+t*dr;

if t>YM then YM:=t;

until ri>RNLmax[L,n];
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Cn[n]:=l/Int;
YNL[L,n]:=YM;
end;

//+++ Eigenvalues Ei and Norm coefficients Ci

procedure TForml.Efind;
var

L,i,j,s0,sl,s2: integer;

E, dEd: real;

begin

mods:=0;

for i:=l to 50 do for j:=0 to 50 do ENL[j,i]:=0;
for i:=0 to 50 do EnMax[i]:=0;

for L:=0 to 50 do begin

E:=Emax;

DUsign(L,E,sO);

repeat

E:=E-dE;

dEd:=-dE;

DUsign(L,E,sl);
if si OsO then

begin
for i:=l to 18 do

begin



dEd:=dEd/2;
E:=E-dEd;

DUsign(L,E,s2);
if sl<>s2 then begin s0:=s2; E:=E+dEd; end;

nd;

ENL[LJ] :=E; RNLmax[L,j]:=rimax; RNLmin[L,j]:=rimin;
Cnorm(L,j);

if E>Emin then inc(j);
end;

sO:=sl;

until E<Emin;

EnMax[L]:=j-l;
mods:=mods+EnMax[L] ;

if EnMax[L]=0 then begin Lmax:=L; break; end;
end;

end;

//+++ Interface

procedure TForml.PlotClear;

var i: integer;

begin

With Canvas do begin

Canvas. Brush.Color := clWhite;

Canvas.FillRect(Rect(10,213,10+380,213+350));
Canvas.FillRect(Rect(400,213,400+380, 213+350));
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end;

end;

procedure TForml.FormPaint(Sender: TObject);

var i: integer;

begin

PlotClear;

for i:=l to 25 do begin

StringGridl.Cells[i,0]:='l='+IntToStr(i-l);

StringGridl.Cells[0,i]:='n='+IntToStr(i-l);
end;

end;

procedure TForml.PlotPsi(L,n:integer); // plot field

var i,j,npix: integer;

begin

Init(L,ENL[L,n]);

npix:=Round(l.l*R4*lE6/330);
PlotClear;

With Canvas do begin

Pen.Color:=clBlue;

Pen. Style: =psSolid;

Pen.Width:=l;

if L>0 then MoveTo(20,543);

ifL=0 then begin DU(L, ENL[L,n]); MoveTo(20,543-Round((yi*yi/YNL[L,n]*310)));
end;

for j:=Round(RNLmin[L,n]*lE6/npix) to 330 do
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begin

repeat DU(L, ENL[L1Ii]); until ri*lE6/npix>j;
LineTo(20+j,543-Round((yi*yi/YNL[L,n]*310)));
if ri>RNLmax[L,n] then break;

end;

LineTo(20+Round(1.08*R4*lE6/npix),543);
Pen.Color:=clMedGray;

MoveTo(20+Round(Rl*lE6/npix),213);

LineTo(20+Round(Rl*lE6/npix),563);
MoveTo(20+Round(R2*lE6/npix),213);

LineTo(20+Round(R2*lE6/npix),563);
MoveTo(20+Round(R3*lE6/npix),213);
LineTo(20+Round(R3*lE6/npix),563);

MoveTo(20+Round(R4*lE6/npix),213);
LineTo(20+Round(R4*lE6/npix),563);
end;

end;

procedure TForm 1 . PlotPsi2 (L ,n :integer) ;

var i,j,cl,xp,yp,PiL,npix:integer;

tet,yr: extended;

begin

Init(L,ENL[L,n]);
npix:=Round(R4*lE6/170);
With Canvas do begin

for i:=Round(RNLmin[L,n]*lE6/npix) to 170 do

begin
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PiL:=round(15*i);
repeat

DU(L, ENL[L,n]);
until ri*lE6/npix>i;

if ri>RNLmax[L,n] then break;
for j:=l to piL do

begin

tet:=6.28*j/PiL;
xp:=Round(i*(cos(tet)));

yp:=Round(i* (sin(tet) ) ) ;

yr:=yi*yi/YNL[L,n];
cl:=Round(Abs((l-yr*Power(cos(L*tet),2))*255));
Canvas.Pixels[590+xp,388+yp]:=RGB(cl,cl,cl);
end

end;

end;

end;

procedure TForml.StringGridlSelectCell(Sender: TObject; ACoI,

ARow: Integer; var CanSelect: Boolean);

begin

if StringGridl.Cells[Acol,Arow] O " then
begin

PlotPsi(Acol- 1 ,Arow) ;

PlotPsi2(Acol-l,Arow);

end;

end;
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//+++ Save Data

procedure TForml.SaveN(l:integer;E:real);
var

ri: real;

s: string;

fl:TFileStream;

begin

s:=";

ri:=0.001;

fl:=TFileStream.Create('C:/plasmon.txt',fmCreate);
fl.Position:=0;

while ri<R4*l.l do

begin

ri:=ri+0.1;

s:=s+FloatToStr(ri) + ' ' + FloatToStr(RoundTo(kr(ri,E,l), -4)) + #13#10;

end;

fl.Write(pointer(s);length(s));
fl. Destroy;

end;

procedure TForml.SavePsi(r,y:real);
var

s: string;

fl:TFileStream;



begin

if FileExists('C:/psi.txt')
then ñ:=TFileStream.Create('C:/psi.txt',fmOpenWrite+fmShareDenyNone

else fl:=TFileStream.Create('C:/psi.txt',fmCreate);
fl.Position:=fl.Size;

s:=s+FloatToStr(RoundTo(ri, -3)) + ' ' + FloatToStr(yi) + #13#10;
fl.Write(pointer(s)dength(s));
fl. Destroy;

end;

//++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
//+++ Test

procedure TForml.testClick(Sender: TObject);

var i,j,L: integer;

begin

Start;

Efind;

for i:=l to 25 do for j:=0 to 25 do StringGridl.Cells[j,i]:= "";

for L:=0 to Lmax do for i:=l to EnMax[L] do

StringGridl.Cells[L+l,i]:= floattostr(ENL[L,i]);
for i:=l to 25 do begin StringGridl.Cells[i,0]:='l='+IntToStr(i-l);
StringGridl.CeUs[0,i]:='n=,+IntToStr(i-l);
end;

LabellO. Caption:= InttoStr(mods)+' mods';
end;
end.


